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I extend my warm greetings to all.

I am very happy with the overwhelming response of the authors who have
been contributing with the articles which helped me to bring out the journal
consistently for the second time. Amidst these trying times, it gives me im-
mense pleasure to see the enthusiasm of all the young minds to share their
experiences in dentistry, which I believe is the integral part of the success of
this venture.

As you all know it’s almost a year since the onslaught of the pandemic.
Covid-19 has spread its ill effects on almost every country in the world. All
the physical conferences and scientific sessions which used to be the best
ways of sharing and gaining knowledge were on hold due to the restrictions,
rules, regulations and protocols. All the knowledge disseminating gatherings
were taken over by the online platforms which was far from easy, but indeed
a big sigh of relief.

Being into dental fraternity and closely associated with the oral cavity we are
portrayed as vulnerable to get infected and spread the disease as well.The
global community portrayed us as potent sources and risk which has seri-
ously affected the dental practice in various extents. Despite these less reli-
able allegations, nowhere in the world there was a reported outbreak from a
dental clinic. Let us take a look at what we should understand from this. I
believe use of mouth masks and other infection control protocols being our
saviors, protected us and our patients.

As the pandemic has brought the world down to its knees, all what we can do
is to learn to live with this with adequate precautions. As the world wrestles
with unprecedented implications of the pandemic, the discovery of vaccine
gives us biggest hope to move forward. Nevertheless, stick on with aseptic
protocol. Restrict touching the T zone to curb the spread of Covid-19. Social
distancing, hand washing and use of PPE as and when required will aid to
contain the outbreak and are the only hope for survival.

I value all your suggestions and constructive criticism as we are learning the
ropes, and is very crucial to make positive improvements.

Prof. Eapen Thomas
Editor in Chief, IJADSR
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